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The Undecidability of the Ambiguity Problem for 
Minimal Linear Grammars 
SHEILA A. GREII~ACH 
Co~np~ttation Laboratory, Harvard University, CaTr~bridge 38, Massach~setts 
The ambiguity problem for general context-free phrase structure 
grammars has been shown undeeidable. This paper proves the un- 
decidability of a new form of Post's correspondence problem. Using 
this result, the undecidability of the ambiguity problem for minimal 
linear grammars i obtained. 
A context-free phrase structure grammar (Chomsky, 1959; Bar-Hillel, 
et al., 1960) is ambiguous if some string can be generated in two distinct 
ways. The ambiguity problem for a class of contextJree phrase structure 
grammars is solvable if there is an algorithm to determine whether a 
member of the class is ambiguous. Otherwise, the ambiguity problem 
is unsolvable. 
The ambiguity problem has been shown unsolvable for the set of all 
context-free phrase structure grammars (Chomsky and Sch~itzenberger, 
1962). In this paper we show that the ambiguity problem is unsolvable 
for the class of minimal linear grammars. 
Definition 1. A context-free phrase structure grammar is a minima! 
linear grammar if it contains only one nonterminal symbol and in any 
rule 
X -----> o~ 
X appears at most once in the string a. 
Definition 2. A rule 
X - -~a 
is a terminating rule if a contains only terminal symbols. 
We shall show that the ambiguity problem is recursively undecidable 
for the class of minimal linear grammars with one terminating rule. 
We must first examine a different form of Post's correspondence 
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problem (Post, 1946). Calling the traditional form the one-way corre- 
spondence problem, the alternative version will be designated the two- 
way correspondence problem. 
Definit ion 3. Given the n couples, (al ,bl), . . .  , (a~ ,b~), let a = 
{al , . . .  ,a,}, b = [bl , . . .  ,b,}, where a~, b~ are nonempty, finite strings. 
The two-way correspondence problem for (a,b) has a solution if and 
only if there are sequences c~ 1 , . . .  , c~ m and d , ,  . . .  , d~,~ where: 
c~ c~- 2 . . .  c~ = d~ 1 d~ 2 . - -  d~m 
m>_ l  
l< i~<n= = 
c~ 1 = a ,  I d¢~ = b i l .  
The main difference between the two-way and one-way correspondence 
problems is that in the two-way problem we allow mixed sequences of 
a-strings and b-strings. For example, 
alb3a4 = bla3a4 
is a solution to the two-way correspondence problem but not to the 
one-way problem. We do not permit the trivial solution: 
n i l  " ' "  a im = n i l  " ' "  ai~. 
However, note that since 
the existence of solutions would not be affected if we liberalized the 
conditions to: 
~t j such that cij = a~ , d,. = b~. 
or, on the other hand, added the condition: 
c~ ~ a~ ~ d~.~ = bi~. 
We find that it makes no difference, as far as decidability is concerned, 
whether we consider the one-way or the two-way problem. The first 
half is trivial: 
THEOREM 1. I f  the two-way correspondence problem is undecidable, so 
is the one-way correspondence problem. 
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PROOF: Instead of the n couples (al,  bl), - .-  , (a~, bn), use the 4n 
couples: (al ,  bl), . . .  , (a~, bn), (hi ,  al) ,  . . .  , (b~, an), (az, al) , . . "  , 
(a~, a~) , (b~, b~) , . , (b~ , b,~). Clearly the two-way correspondence 
problem for the n couples has a solution if and only if the one-way 
correspondence problem for the 4n couples has a nontrivial solution 
employing at least one of the first 2n couples. 
The proof of the second half, that undecidability of the one-way 
problem implies undecidability of the two-way problem, is more difficult. 
The construction here is based on one used by Post (1946), in showing 
the one-way problem undecidable. A very simple, yet important lemma 
lies at the bottom of the proof. 
' # ' z ~ finite sequences, and a is a se- LEMMA 1. I f  W,W,W and z, z ,  are 
! 
q.uence u, hich appears only once in wa and za then waw = zaz' ¢~ w = z, 
i Z ! w = . I f  in addition, ~ appears only once in waw'~ a~d in z~, then 
wo~.wP ~w # ~ z~zrod ~. 
The necessary construction is contMned in the following lemma. 
L~MM_~ 2. For each set of couples, (a~, bl), " "  , (a~ , b~), the a~ and 
b~ nonempty finite strings, there is a set of 4n co~tples uch that here is a 
solution .for the one-way problem for the n couples i f  and only i f  there is a 
solution .for the two-way problem for thc 4n couples. 
P~OOF: We shall construct a set of couples whose very format forces 
the two-way problem to be in effect a one-way proMem. The leftmost 
and rightmost strings will be limited to a certain set, and the occurrence 
of a-strings at the head will, so to speak, force only a-strings to follow 
and similarly for b-strings. This idea appears in Post's original proof of 
the undecidability of the one-way correspondence problem (Post, 1946), 
but he does not use its full strength; his proof could be modified on the 
lines below to yield at once the undecidabi!ity of the two-way corre- 
spondence problem. 
If a~ = a~l . . .  a .. . .  b~ = bil " '  bi~ , the a~ and b~j being individual 
symbols, and if g, h, k are new symbols we let: 
! 
a~ = t~a~1~ kay2 . . .  ka~ b /  = b~l kb~2 Ic . . .  b~J~ 
! ! l ! ! ! l 
a~.+,~ = kha~ b~+,~ = khhb/  a~+2,~ = a~ kgtc b~+2~ = b~g 
' kha/kgl~ ! a~+.~,~ = b,+3~,. = khkbi gk 
i=  1 , . . . ,n .  
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Clearly if we have a solution to the one-way problem for the n couples: 
ai~ . . .  a~ = b~ . . .  b~,~ m >1 
then: 
and the two-way problem for the 4n couples has a solution. If  
ax = b~ 
then, trivially: 
a~÷~ = b:+~. 
On the other hand if we have a solution of the two-way problem for the 
4n couples: 
c .  " "  ci,~ = d .  . . .  di.~ m > 1 
satisfying: 
t 
c~ = a~,  dis = b:j 
n < il _-< 2n 2n < i,~ =< 3n (A) 
o =<j<m-- l=  ~1 =<ij =<n 
then we have a solution of the one-way problem for the n couples. Again 
' b' a,÷3~ = i+3~ if and only if at = b~, 1 < i_-<n. 
We shall now show that, given any solution to the two-way corre- 
spondence problem for the 4n couples, we can find one satisfying condi- 
tions (A). Suppose we are given a solution to the two-way problem. We 
may as well assume that we are given solution: 
kha~lc~,2 " ' "  c,~m = ]chkb~d~ . . .  d,~ 
since inspecting the couples shows that only the i + n or i + 3n couples 
have a-strings and b-strings starting with the same letters. We have 
f ! 
already disposed of the trivial case: al = b~ and can assume m > 1. 
t 
Let l be the first index such that c~ or d~, violates the conditions of (A). 
We proceed by induction on 1. The sequences are already so expressed 
that the conditions of (A) are fulfilled for l = 1. So we can assume 
that 1 _>- 2. The violation of (A) can occur in four ways: 
1. n < i l<-  2n  
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Examining the pertinent couples we see that c.i~ = kh  . • • and d~z = kh 
• - • for appropriate remainders (cCz and d~.~ may or may not be the same). 
Then: 
kha~ c,~ . . .  c~_~ kh  . . . . . . .  khkb~ c~ . . .  d¢~_~ kh  . . . .  
By Lemma 1, since conditions (A) hold before i~ and no extra h's appear: 
lcha~ . . .  ci~_~ = khlcb~ . . .  di l_~. 
Examining the couples, we see that ciz_~ and d¢~_~ can end in the same 
letter only if they violate (A), thus contradicting the definition of 1. 
2. 3n < iz =< 4n 
Examining the couples, we see that the same conditions hold as 
above• 
3. 2n < it ~ 3n 
c<~ = a~+.,~ d~ = b~+~. (a) 
Then 
so that: 
kha[  1 ' . " "  c~z_~ a Jcgk  . . . .  khkb~ • dx~_~ b , 'gk  •.  •, 
kha ' l  ' , , - . •  as kg]~ = tchkb.~ . . .  b~ gk 
and, by the definition of l, we have a solution satisfying (A). 
(b) For c~ = d~ = c~gk, for some a, we get: 
]cha~ l . . . . . . . . . . . . .  c~t_l agk  khkb l l  d~_ j  agk  
so that again: 
kha~ • "" ci~_l = /ch/cb~, "" d~l_~ 
and again conditions (A) must be violated and the definition of l 
contradicted. 
! ! ! ]1 (e )  c~ b~+2~ = b~ gk  d~l = ai g~ 
c,~_~ and d~_, satisfy conditions (A) so we have: 
I ¢ 
c~_~ = a¢~_~ = tczl . . .  kXr d,l_~ = b~l~_~ --  y lky~k . . .  y.Jc 
for appropriate z~'s and y~'s. Similarly: 
ci~ --- z~k . . .  zdcgk d~ = kwl  . . .  kw Jcgk .  
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Hence:  
khak i  . . .  kx l  . . .  kx rz lk  . . .  z tkgk  . . .  
= /chkb~ . . .  y J c  . . .  y~kkwl  . . .  kw~kg/c  . . . .  
The left-hand side contains a sequence xrz l  before any  sequence /c/c, 
Xr # /c # Zl; the right-hand side contains a sequence kk before any 
sequence x~z~. Lemma 1 tells us this is impossible if equality is to hold. 
4. 1 <___ iz =< n,c, ,  = b~,ord~ = a~, 
If c~z = b~z and d;~ = a~, we have essentially the same as the case 
treated in 3(c). In any case, if we switch from a-strings to b-strings on 
the left or from b-strings to a-strings on the right, the left-hand side 
will contain a sequence xy, x ~ k ~ y before a sequence/c/c, whereas it 
must be the other way around on the right-hand side. This is impossible, 
by the previous lemma. To complete the proof we observe that c~ m - -a~ 
and d~.,~ = b~,,, as proven above, and the only couples (a~,  b:~) ending 
in the same symbol are those for which i~ > 2n. 
TrIEOREM 2. I f  the one-way correspondence problem is reeursively 
~ndecidable, so is the two-way correspondence problem. 
COROLLAaV 1. The one-way correspondence problem is recursively 
undecidable if and only if the two-way correspondence problem is recursively 
undecidable. 
COROLbARV 2. The two-way correspondence problem is recursively 
undecidable. 
THEOREM 3. The ambiguity problem for minimal linear context-free 
grammars with one terminating rule is recursively undecidable. 
P~ooF: Standard mappings used by Post (1946), Davis (1958), etc., 
show that the undecidability results above hold if the a~, bl are strings 
in two symbols, say r and s. Let a = {a~, . - .  , a~} and b = {bl, • -- , b~} 
be two sets of nonempty finite strings in r and s. Let 0, e be new symbols. 
Let T = It, s, 0, e}. Let I = {X} and let the rules of P be: 
X ---> eOiXa, 
X ---> eOiXb~ 
X ---~ e. 
Then (T, I, X ,  P)  is ambiguous if and only if we can find sequences: 
eO q e . . .  0 ~'~ eci,~ . . .  c h = eO i~ e . . .  0 ~'~ ed~ . . .  d~ 
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where % , d~ C [a~ , b~}, 1 < ij S n m > 1 
and c~1 = a~l d~1 = bii. 
As before, we see that we might as well assume that the ambiguity 
starts at once, i.e., that we apply different rules initially. But this is 
just the two-way correspondence problem. (T, 7, X, P)  is ambiguous if
and only it' the two-way correspondence problem for (al ,  bi), . - .  , 
(a~, b~) has a solution. As we have just seen, the two-way correspond- 
ence problem is recm'sively undecidable. Q.E.D. 
If  desired, the result can be sharpened: 
COROLLARY 3. The ambiguity problem )br minimal linear phrase 
structure generators over a two symbol vocabulary, with only one terminating 
rule, is recursively undecidable. 
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